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Abstract 
A regular graph design RGD(v, k; r) is a design on v points with blocks of size k and constant 
replication umber , such that any two points belong to either )~1 or 21 + 1 common blocks, 
for some constant 2~. We investigate resolvable regular graph designs with block size 4. In 
particular we determine the parameters for which such designs exist, for v ~< 16. 
1. Introduction 
A regular graph design RGD(v, k; r) is a collection of blocks of size k on a v-set 
(with no restriction on repeated blocks) such that every element occurs in r blocks and 
any pair of objects occur together in either 21 or 22 blocks, where 21 is some constant 
and 22 = 21 + 1. It is easy to see that there are b blocks, where 
bk = vr, 
and that 21 = L2J, where 
2=r(k -1 ) / (v -1 ) .  
I f  2 is an integer, then an RGD is a balanced incomplete block design (BIBD); the 
interesting cases are usually those where 2 is not an integer, so that no BIBD exists. 
Given elements x and y, let 2xy denote the number of blocks containing {x, y}; for 
fixed x, write ni(x) for the number of elements y such that 2xy = hi. We observe that 
nl(x)21 +n2(x)22 =r(k -  1), 
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by counting (with multiplicity preserved) all elements other than x in the blocks con- 
taining x. As n~(x) + n2(x) = v - 1 and 22 = 21 + 1, 
(v -  1)21 + n2(x)= r (k -  1), 
and nz(x) = r(k - 1) - (v - 1)[r(k - 1)/(v - 1)J = r(k - 1) - (v - 1)21. Therefore 
nl(x) and n2(x) are independent of the choice of x. We write d = n2(x). The graph 
formed by taking v elements as the vertices and joining x to y if and only if 2xy = 22 
is a regular graph of degree d, which is called the 9raph of the design; the edges are 
called the special pairs of the design. Balanced incomplete block designs are regular 
graph designs whose graph is empty. 
Regular graph designs were introduced by John and Mitchell [6], and have been 
studied because they conjectured [6] that if a regular graph design exists for given 
parameters then it is optimal. This conjecture is rather vague, because different defini- 
tions of 'optimal' are used by different statisticians - - for a discussion of optimality of 
block designs and RGDs in particular, the reader should consult the survey by Cheng 
[2]. Constantine [3] produced a class of examples which disprove the conjecture for 
D-optimality in the case k = 2. 
It is interesting to consider egular graph designs with various special properties. 
In this paper we discuss resolvable regular 9raph designs (RRGDs). A design is re- 
solvable if its set of blocks can be partitioned into r parallel classes or resolutions 
such that each element occurs in exactly one block in each class. We discuss the 
existence of resolvable regular graph designs with block size 4, on 8, 12 and 16 
points. 
2. Another view of the problem 
Resolvable regular graph designs were also introduced in a different way in [4]. 
The authors discuss a bridge club consisting of 12 couples. At each meeting the 
club is divided into 3 groups of 4 couples, and each couple competes against each 
other couple in its group. The club meets eight times, and it is required that each 
couple plays against each other couple 2 or 3 times. What is required is an RRGD 
(12,4;8). 
The authors of [4] did not succeed in producing such a design. Let us define the 
imbalance of a design as 
Z ('~xy-- L'~J) 2, 
x<y 
as was done by Brown [1] and essentially also done in [4]. Then an RRGD will have 
imbalance 12 (the theoretical minimum). A design with imbalance 14 was found in 
[4]. A design with imbalance 12 - -  an RRGD(12,4; 8) - -  is constructed in Section 5. 
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3. The  case  v = 8 
We first discuss the case v=8.  A design with r=7 can be obtained by taking the 
parallel class 
~013,  2456 
and forming six more classes by successively adding 1 to each entry (where the 
numbers are treated as integers modulo 7, and c~ is the infinity element satisfying 
oo + 1 -- cx~). This RRGD(8,4;7)  is of course a resolvable (8, 14,7,4,3)-BIBD. An 
RRGD(8,4;6)  can be obtained by deleting one parallel class from the RRGD(8,4; 7). 
An RRGD(8, 4; 1) exists - -  simply take one parallel class. 
If  any RRGD(8, 4; r)  exists, one can construct an RRGD(8, 4; 7 + r)  by appending a
copy of an RRGD(8,4; 7) to it. Therefore we can construct an RRGD(8,4; r)  whenever 
r~0,1  or6(mod7) .  
In general, suppose an RRGD(8,4; r)  exists. Then 2 = 3r/7 and d = 3r - 721. 
Consider the occurrence of three treatments, 1, 2 and 3 say. We can classify the 
parallel classes according to which other elements from this set occur in the same 
block as 1. For some integers a, b, c, e, there are 
a classes of  form 1 2 3 . . . .  
b classes of  form 1 2 - - 3 - - - 
c classes of  form 1 3 - - 2 - - - 
e classes of form 1 - - - 2 3 - -. 
Then 
a + b +c+e=r ,  
a + b = 212, 
a + c = ~13, 
a + e = '~-23. 
Adding, we see that r + 212 q- 3~13 q- 223 = 2(2a + b + c + e), which is even for every 
possible choice of  the three treatments 1, 2 and 3. 
6 (i) Suppose r=2(mod7) : r=7q+2.  Then 2=3q+7 so 21- -3q ,  22 =3q+l  
and d = 6. The underlying graph consists of K8 minus a one-factor and it is possible 
to find three treatments 1, 2 and 3 such that 212 = )43 = 223 = 3q + 1. For this choice 
r + 212 + 213 + 223 = 7q + 2 + 3(3q + 1) = 16q + 5, which is odd - -  a contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose r=-3(mod7) : r=7q+3.  Then 2=3q+1+~,  so 21=3q+1,  
22 = 3q + 2, d = 2. The underlying graph is regular of  degree 2, so it is a union 
of  cycles which covers all the vertices. I f  there is more than one cycle in the union, 
we can assume that vertex 1 is in one cycle and vertices 2 and 3 are adjacent ver- 
tices in another one. If the graph is a single cycle of length 8, we can take it to be 
(1,4,2,3 . . . .  ). In either case 212 = ,~13 = 3q+ 1,223 = 3q+2,  and r+212 +213-~- 223 = 
7q + 3 + 2(3q + 1 ) + 3q + 2 -- 16q + 7 which is odd - -  a contradiction. 
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From the above we see that there can never be an RRGD(8,4;r) with r - 2 or 
3 (mod 7). But suppose there were an RRGD(8, 4; r) where r - 5 (mod 7). Such 
a design might contain repeated classes; say no class occurs more than n times. 
One could then construct an RRGD(8,4;35n- r) as follows. There are 35 possible 
parallel classes on 8 objects. Take n copies of each of those classes. Then delete 
all the parallel classes in the RRGD(8,4;r) (if a class was repeated, delete the 
appropriate number of copies). But this design has 35n - r parallel classes, and 
35n-  r - 2 (mod 7), which is impossible. Similarly we can rule out 4 (mod 7). 
So we have 
Theorem 1. There is an RRGD(8,4;r) if and only if r - 0, 1 or 6 (mod 7). 
4. The case v = 12 
Lemma 2.1. There & no RRGD(12,4;r) when 2~<r~<7. 
Proof. (i) Say r = 2 or 3, so that 2 < 1. Then 21 = 0 and 22 -- 1. There is no pair 
of  elements occurring together twice. On the other hand, if 1234 is a block in the first 
parallel class, one of the three blocks in the second parallel class must contain at least 
two elements of {1,2,3,4}. So 2xy>/2 for some pair {x,y} - -  a contradiction. 
(ii) Now consider the cases 4~<r~<7. Clearly 21 -- 1, 22 = 2, and d = 3r -  11. The 
graph contains 6 (3r -  11) edges. 
Consider a block 1234 in the first parallel class. In each subsequent parallel class, 
there is at least one block in which at least one pair of elements of {1,2,3,4} appear 
together. Since no pair can occur three times, each of these subsequent occurrences 
must be a different pair. So {1,2,3,4} contains at least r -  1 special pairs; adding 
over all blocks, we get at least 3r ( r -  1). This process counts every special pair 
twice. So 
3r ( r -  1)~<2.6.  (3 r -  11), 
or 3r z - 39r + 132 ~< 0. But 3r 2 - 39r + 132 is positive definite. [] 
An RRGD(12,4; 11 ) is a resolvable (12, 33, 11,4, 3)-BIBD. These designs are known 
[5], and one solution is obtained by circulating 
oo014, 2368, 579T (mod 11). 
We can get an RRGD(12,4; 10) by deleting one class from this. An RRGD(12,4; 1) is 
of  course trivial. 
An RRGD(12,4;r) was constructed by computer for r = 8,9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. 
(The RRGD(12,4;8) was found using a hill-climbing technique; the others were all 
found by specifying a set of automorphisms for the design - -  see the next section.) 
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These designs are shown in Table 1. Consequently 
Theorem 2. There is an RRGD(12,4;r) with r > 1 if and only if r>~8. 
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5. Construction of specific RGDs 
Sample RRGD(12,4;r) for r = 9 and 13 ~<r~< 18 were generated by searching for 
an example with certain elements in its automorphism group. This technique failed for 
Table 1 
r=8.  Develop using (04  8)(1 5 9) (2 6 T) (3  7E) :  
0359 148T 267E (period 3), 
0678 134E 259T (period 3), 
0123 4567 89TE (period 1), 
017T 245E 3689 (period 1). 
r=9.  Develop using (0 1 2 3 4 5) (6 7 8 9 TE): 
07TE 2456 1389 (period 6), 
0369 127E 458T (period 3). 
r=13.  
r= 14. 
r=15.  
Develop modulo 12: 
0135 2679 48TE (period 12), 
0369 147T 258E (period 1). 
Develop modulo 12: 
013T 2457 689E (period 4), 
0159 248T 367E (period 6), 
016E 2789 345T (period 4). 
To the solution for r = 14, append 
0369 147T 258E. 
r= 16. 
r=17.  
Develop modulo 12: 
015E 2489 367T (period 12), 
079T 124E 3568 (period 4). 
To the solution for r = 16, append 
0369 147T 258E. 
r=18.  Develop using (0 
0125 348E 
068T 179E 
029E 158T 
0267 1489 
046E 1378 
018E 237T 
0369 147T 
019T 236E 
2 4) (1 3 5) (6 8 7") (7 9 E): 
679T (period 3), 
2345 (period 3), 
3467 (period 3), 
35TE (period 3), 
259T (period 3), 
4569 (period 1 ), 
258E (period 1 ), 
4578 (period 1 ). 
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Table 2 
The RRGD(12,4; 8)'s. 
In each case develop using (048) (159) (26T) (37E): 
I. 0123 4567 89TE (period 1) 
017T 245E 3689 (period 1) 
0359 148T 267E (period 3) 
0678 134E 259T  (period 3) 
II. 0123 4567 89TE (period 1) 
025E 178T 3469 (period 1) 
0149 268E 357T (period 3) 
017E 2348 569T (period 3) 
r = 8, so we used a hill-climbing technique. A run consisted of  20 000 iterations and 
took about 7 s of  cpu time on a SPARC ELC; a solution was found after 50 runs. 
The designs constructed are displayed in Table 1 as follows. An automorphism ~b 
of the design is given. Then some parallel classes are displayed. The design consists 
of all classes formed by applying ~b to the given classes. (For convenience, the period 
of the class - -  the number of  different classes which result from applying ~b to the 
class - -  is stated.) 
There are 5775 possible parallel classes on twelve points. After relabeling one class 
as 0123 4567 89TE, there are (5775)7/7! different ways to choose eight classes. At 
first sight constructing and testing all these would take an infeasible amount of  time. 
(The estimate in [4] is more than 1013 yr.) However, when some structural information 
is used it is possible to complete the search in a reasonable time. Details appear in 
[7]. We found: 
Theorem 3. There are precisely two isomorphism classes of  RRGD(12,4; 8). 
Examples are given in Table 2. 
6. The case v = 16 
There is an affine plane on 16 points. This consists of five parallel classes of  blocks 
of  size 4. Any selection of  r of  these classes forms an RRGD(16,4;r), for 1 ~<r~<5. 
Adding a copy of the affine plane to an RRGD(16,4;r) forms an RRGD(16,4;r + 5). 
So we have: 
Theorem 2. There is an RRGD(16,4;r) for all r. 
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